enrich debates in postcolonial scholarship by deepening and widening the arena of feminist discourses. In this monograph, Magali Cornier Michael sets out to explore how ethnically diverse late-twentieth-century American women writers explore issues of community and coalition in their fiction. Concentrating on five novels in four chapters, Michael analyzes novels that explore variously constituted communities: Asian American, Native American, Mexican American, and African American. She suggests that these novels participate in debates about agency and subjectivity in the larger worlds to which they refer. Michael's writing is generally lucid and well informed, with clear explanations of the debates offered for readers unfamiliar with these topics. Thus the introduction sets out a series of theoretical debates from the distinctions between ethnicity and race, to questions of white male definitions of notions of coalition, to what community might mean. The introduction does not provide a sense of why these particular texts are chosen, beyond Michael's view that they best represent community in relation to the strategically important identity indices of gender, race and ethnicity, and class. The structure of the monograph becomes clear only through reading it; Michael moves from simpler community structures through to more complex ones, offering detailed close readings to support her arguments.
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Chapter one discusses Amy Tan's The Joy Luck Club, concentrating on the dynamics of mother-daughter relationships and the club itself as a space for exploring a hybrid community that is not bound by family ties but replicates them in important ways. Michael argues that the very structuring of the novel-overlapping stories with different narrators-explicitly reveals the interdependence between the individual and the community, both within the club and within the larger Asian American community itself.
Chapter two explores Barbara Kingsolver's linked novels, The Bean Trees and Pigs in Heaven. Unlike Tan's novel above, these books offer a sustained critique of class as well as community, and the community represented is ethnically and socially diverse. Michael acknowledges that Kingsolver's novels are not without flaws and that her representation of the Cherokee nation may be utopic (especially in the resolution to the second novel), but she argues that utopic impulses offer models of difference that may allow for the active reimagination of family and collective paradigms of sustenance. In this chapter, Michael more closely relates real world politics with the novel, highlighting, for example, poverty statistics and the history of Native American oppression.
In chapter three, Michael argues that Ana Castillo's So Far from God, a novel that combines spirituality with coalition and community, subverts the public and private realms. Michael offers a reading of Chicana politics and combines this with a discussion of the novel's adaptation and subversion of the telenovela format. Explicitly political, the novel refigures the domestic arena as one of agency and action, and Michael addresses the way in which activist mothering becomes central to the novel, particularly in relation to the international organization Mothers of Martyrs and Saints (M.O.M.A.S.).
Chapter four analyzes Toni Morrison's Paradise as a novel that is even more explicitly political but moves away from traditional explorations of coalition and agency. As with the other novels, Michael focuses on mothering (here, primarily what is termed "othermothering," p.154).
The short conclusion summarizes the ways in which these novels work together to offer a sense that late-twentieth-century American women's literature is actively engaging with questions of hybridity, community, and kinship. Michael ends the book with an almost inevitable nod to terrorism and 9/11, yet she retains her own utopic impulses with her faith in literature's contribution to the aim of uniting disparate peoples within the United States.
With the emphasis on close reading, there is, at times, inevitably some slippage away from the focus on community and coalition in the individual chapters; the theoretical exploration of these ideas is primarily confined to the introduction. That said, what Michael has accomplished is a text that contributes to debates about the relationship between literature and politics and the popular exploration of hybridity.
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